Did people recognise the threat from the fire?

In January 2005 the people of the Lower Eyre Peninsula, SA faced a major bushfire. Nine people died, 93 houses were destroyed and approximately 80,000 ha were destroyed. This study by CRC program C6 and C7 investigated how people responded to the threat. The poster presents results from part of the study and focuses on whether people recognised the threat posed by the bushfire between the time of ignition on the afternoon of 10 January and the rapid spread of the fire late the next morning. Extensive (survey) and intensive (in-depth interviews) research methods were used to describe and explain the response of householders to the bushfire threat.

How can we explain the different patterns of recognition of the threat?

Social structures such as Social networks give rise to mechanisms such as Power to generate and communicate shared meaning

Case 1 Large scale farmers, planning for sons’ farm future. Several farming connections in wider family. Livelihood predominantly grain growing, with sheep. Wife has small business interest off farm. Husband has been a CFS member for a number of years. Networks: Family were in the middle of their holidays and returned briefly to attend a business dinner late on 10th January. Approaching their district they noticed smoke in the distance, and also that the fire shed door was open and the truck gone. Husband rang neighbour (also CFS member) who was on the fire ground, and received an update on the fire. They cancelled their dinner and returned independently to property. The wife was curious about the smoke was not heading in their direction they would probably to occur. Interviewees conscious of grandfather (dec.) who was very fire conscious and active CFS member. Husband recounted at some length how quickly a fire from machinery when reaping can get away, and why there were no roadblocks as she returned. They disadvantage to effect the area where they lived (Figure 2)

Case 2 “Lifestyle” farmers. Three younger adults – husband, wife, two young children, and wife’s brother. Property jointly owned with wife’s father, residing elsewhere; daughter and son in law work off farm. Small acreage, some heritage listed, some sheep on property. Networks: On the morning of 11 Jan, wife aware of it being grey and dark in town, with high winds, with clothes racks blowing over in the street. "Should we shut the door so smoke doesn’t get in on [shop goods]?” Different sources warned all three adults during the morning, that the fire may affect them. Husband and wife subsequently returned independently to property. Husband was curious about lack of formal warning, ‘specially as they lived so close to brigade fire shed’, and why there were no roadblocks as she returned. Brother, concerned about smoke rang father who suggested that if the smoke was not heading in their direction they would probably be alright. Suggested son could go to the fire ground, lend a hand, and find out what was happening. The front arrived too quickly for this to occur. Interviewees conscious of grandfather (dec.) who was very fire conscious and active CFS member.

Deployment: All interviewees except the younger brother work in Port Lincoln in non-agricultural pursuits. Interviewees had only moved out from town a few years prior to the fire. All three said they were under prepared and reported fire behaviour which they did not expect or understand.

The lack of formal warning, very limited knowledge of fire in the local environment and social networks that were no better informed or credible resulted in the interviewees tending to disbelieve the threat. Hence they failed to assess its significance until very late and were forced to take last minute and hazardous action to escape the fire.